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Measuring And Technical Guide For
Easybind Carpet Edging
Easybind is a simple but effective alternative to whipping carpet edges on stair
runners and rugs. Easybind can be fitted to the carpet on site so no delays in
waiting for the carpet to be whipped.

Simple

Easybind Carpet Edging For Carpet Runners and Rugs.
Simply measure the edges of the carpet where you will be fitting the Easybind.
Prepare Easybind Carpet Edging For Fitting
Prepare the carpet edges by cutting with a sharp knife to produce a clean cut. Be
aware of any surface below the carpet when cutting so as not to cause damage.
Easybind will fray when cut so to prevent this apply adhesive tape around the rope at
the cutting point.

Always start in the middle of a straight run as it is easier to produce a clean join on a
straight section as opposed to a curve or corner. Peel backing off the adhesive tape.

Be sure to run the rope edging parallel to the carpet edge leaving a gap to
accommodate the glue gun nozzle.

When going around an outside corner cut the binding not the rope and fold
underneath, the same applies to an inside corner without the need to fold the
binding on the back.
When creating a join apply adhesive tape to the area that will be cut, this prevents
the rope edging from fraying when being cut.

After cutting match the rope pieces together. TIP: Have the ends of the adhesive
tape visible to allow ease of removal. Seal the two pieces of rope with a spot of hot
glue and peel the tape away.
When you are happy with the join and the corners etc. Use the hot glue gun to apply
a bead of glue between the binding and the carpet backing , pinching together as
you go. Be careful not to get glue on the carpet.
For longer runs try a piece of 3” x 2” to help attach large sections of the binding.
Use a glue gun pad when the gun is not in use to avoid glue dripping onto either the
floor or carpet.
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